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ABSTRACT: Digital video broadcasting (DVB) standards have increased rapidly in last two decades. The digital 

video broadcasting systems provide reliable communication even in very adversely channel conditions. There are many 

variants of DVB standards, which have deployed for various services. DVB T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting Second 

Generation Terrestrial) is one of recently developed DVB standard. In today world, DVB T2 technique plays important 

role in Digital terrestrial television (DTTV or DTT) broadcasting. In this paper OFDM based DVB T2 technique 

simulation is done with different parameters. The performance of system is analyzed by plotting BER curves under 

different fading and noisy channels. The most relevant features of DVB T2 technique are explained in detail, along 

with their benefits and tradeoffs. With the simulation results, a comprehensive review of DVB T2 technique is also 

present in this paper. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
TELEVISION (TV) is probably the most cost effective platform for informing, educating and entertaining people all 

over the globe. Television is the most basic and commonly used multimedia application ever. The TV receiver is 

certainly the most popular electronic entertainment device in the world. The Estimation by an International 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) is that the number of houses having a TV receiver is to be near about 1.4 billion. 

There are various techniques used for television broadcasting. Terrestrial television broadcasting (TTB) is one of best 

techniques used for broadcasting. Terrestrial television broadcasting (TTB) is a type of TV broadcasting in which the 

television signal is transmitted by radio waves to the TV receiver from a terrestrial (Earth based) transmitter [2]. 

Terrestrial television was the first technology used for television broadcasting and the first long distance public 

television broadcasting is done in Washington, D.C., on 7 April 1927. Terrestrial television in India takes place with the 

experimental telecast in Delhi on 15 September 1959 with a makeshift studio and a small transmitter. It has passed 

many transformations from the first analog systems to the latest digital ones.  DVB T2 (Digital Video Broadcasting 

Second Generation Terrestrial) is latest and most advanced standard used for digital terrestrial television broadcasting. 

DVB T2 is the evolution of DVB T and, together with combination of DVB S2 and DVB C2. The invention of DVB 

T2 had been end the first generation of digital broadcasting systems and started new second generation of digital 

broadcasting systems. This transition was almost similar to transition of the digital system from the analog system [1]. 

The DVB T2 standard specification was approved and maintained by the DVB Project an international industry 

consortium with more than 270 members and firstly published in June 2008. The major aim of this paper is to simulate 

DVB T2 system in Matlab and also review the basic features of DVB T2 system. This paper is organized as follows 

section 2 presents DVB Project and its history. The various aspects of DVB T2 system are briefly discussed in section 

3. The overview of technique is discussed in section 4 and Matlab Simulation and Results are showed in section 5. 

Finally a conclusion and discussion comes at the end of the paper along with the future work in section 6. 

2 DVB Project 

DVB (Digital Video Broadcasting) is a suite of worldwide accepted open standards for digital television. DVB 

technology has become an integral part of modern broadcasting systems. The many countries have adopted DVB 

(Digital Video Broadcasting) standard for digital television systems. DVB standards are maintained by an international 

industry syndicate with more than 270 members, and are published by a Joint Technical Committee (JTC) of the 

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), European Committee for Electro technical Standardization 

(CENELEC) and European Broadcasting Union (EBU). The interaction of the DVB sub standards is described in the 

DVB Cookbook. The DVB standard offers many advantages over the previous analogue standards and has enabled 

television to make a major step forwards in terms of its technology.  Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) is one of the 

successful exercises for broadcasting systems. Achievements of DVB are remarkable in the last decade and it is 

presently used in more than 80 countries all over world, including major part of Europe and also within the USA [2]. It 

provides an enormous of advantages in terms of quality and reliability with greater efficiency via proper spectrum 
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distribution and power utilization. It also provides more number of applications with large number of channels and the 

ability to work side by side with present analog services. 

2.1 History and background of DVB 
From the very earliest days of television, right up until the 1990s, all television broadcasts were made using analogue 

television and it had not been thought feasible to introduce a digital system due to the complexity of the processing 

required. However with the advance of digital processing techniques and the advances made in integrated circuit 

technology the possibility of using digital techniques for television broadcasting became a real possibility. As a result 

over the course of 1991 various organizations discussed how to move forwards with the idea and how to form a pan-

European platform that would enable considerable economies of scale to be achieved. The resulting organization was 

named the Electronics Launching Group (ELG), and it developed a memorandum of Understanding that was signed in 

1993. At the same time it renamed itself the Digital Video Broadcasting Project (DVB), and the development of the 

technologies and standards started to move forwards with a swifter pace. The first of the DVB standards to be agreed 

was the DVB-S standard for satellite transmission which was agreed in 1994. With the standard agreed, services were 

commenced in early 1995 and the first operator was the pay TV operator Canalplus in France. The DVB system used 

for terrestrial transmissions, DVB-T was agreed later, in 1997. The first countries to deploy the system were Sweden, 

launching their system in 1998, and the UK launching their system a year later and other companies. In March 2006 

DVB decided to study options for an upgraded DVB-T standard. In June 2006, a formal study group named TM-T2 

(Technical Module on Next Generation DVB-T) was established by the DVB Group to develop an advanced 

modulation scheme that could be adopted by a second generation digital terrestrial television standard, to be named 

DVB-T2. According to the commercial requirements and call for technologies issued in April 2007, the first phase of 

DVB-T2 would be devoted to provide optimum reception for stationary (fixed) and portable receivers (i.e., units which 

can be nomadic, but not fully mobile) using existing aerials, whereas a second and third phase would study methods to 

deliver higher payloads (with new aerials) and the mobile reception issue. The novel system should provide a minimum 

30% increase in payload, under similar channel conditions already used for DVB-T [1-2]. The DVB-T2 draft standard 

was satisfied by the DVB Steering Board on 26 June 2008 and published on the DVB homepage as DVB-T2 standard 

Bluebook. ETSI adopted the standard on 9 September 2009. The DVB-T2 standard gives more robust TV reception and 

increases the possible bit rate by over  30% for single transmitters (as in the UK) and should increase the  maximum bit 

rate by over 50% in large single-frequency networks (as in Germany, Sweden). In Europe, as well as in Australia, 

South Africa and India, DVB is used throughout. In India, Indian government announced the discontinuation of analog 

signals in the four metropolitan cities of Mumbai, Delhi and Kolkata by 31 March 2012 and for tier II cities like 

Bangalore, etc. by 31 March 2013. Most houses are now required to use only Digital Set Top box to watch "television" 

in several cities in India.  

 

2.2 Different Variants of DVB 

Even a quick look at DVB will reveal the fact that there are many flavors’ of the basic standard. In these days when 

there are many ways in which television can be carried from the "transmitter" to the "receiver" no one standard can be 

optimized for all applications. As a result there are many different forms of the Digital Video Broadcasting, DVB, 

standards, each designed for a given application [2]. The main forms of DVB are summarized below in Table 1: 

TABLE 1 

 VARIOUS VARIANTS OF DVB [2] 

DVB 

Standard 

 

Meaning 

 

Description 

DVB-C Cable The standard for delivery of 

video service via cable 

networks. 

DVB-H Handheld DVB services to handheld 

devices, e.g. mobile phones, etc 

DVB-

RSC 

Return 

satellite 

channel 

Satellite DVB services with a 

return channel for interactivity. 

DVB-S Satellite 

services 

DVB standard for delivery of 

television / video from a 

satellite 

DVB-SH Satellite 

handheld 

Delivery of DVB services from 

a satellite to handheld devices 

DVB-S2 Satellite 

second 

generation 

The second generation of DVB 

satellite broadcasting. 

DVB-T Terrestrial The standard for Digital Terrestrial 

Television Broadcasting. 

DVB-T2 Terrestrial The standard for Digital Terrestrial 

Television Broadcasting second 
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generation. 

 

 

3 DVB T2 
DVB T2 is the latest development of the Digital Video Broadcasting Terrestrial standards. It designs on to provide 

additional facilities, services and features for development DTT or Digital Terrestrial television market. However, some 

may see DVB T2 as a competitor to the present DVB T standard, but this is not the case. Whereas DVB T2 represents 

the next evolution stage for digital terrestrial television, it is designed to operate alongside the existing DVB T standard 

for many years to evolve the changeover to DVB T2. This evolution should take place in same manner of evolution as 

it took place for DVB S to DVB S2. As DVB T2 offers additional facilities, it will increase the broadcasters the 

possibility of offering latest and attractive services to their viewers and ensure their satisfaction. Due to its, 

development on the success of the current digital television services, DVB T2 is bound to see a significant take-up level 

in the upcoming years [1]. 

4 OVERVIEW OF DVB T2 SYSTEM 
The DVB-T2 standard utilizes an Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing as the basic modulation and 

demodulation scheme. This type of transmission technique is particularly robust and allows for the reception of data 

signals (in this case television data) in the presence of some interference or missing channels as a result of effects like 

multipath. The new DVB-T2 specification provides the facility to select a variety of different options to match the 

requirements of the network operator. For error correction technology is same which used for DVB-S2 has been 

incorporated. This includes LDPC (Low Density Parity Check) coding with combination of BCH (Bose Chaudhuri 

Hocquengham) coding. This combination has been prefect to provide splendid performance in the existence of high 

noise levels and interference.  As before, several options are available in areas such as the number of carriers, pilot 

signals and guard interval sizes, so that the overheads can be minimized for any given transmission channel. Figure 1 

below shows basic block diagram of DVB T2 system. 

 
Figure 1 (Basic Block Diagram DVB T2 System) 

4.1 Forward Error Correction Coding 
  In this section, FEC schemes used are briefly discussed. 

 

4.2 LDPC Coding Scheme 
For inner coding LDPC Codes are used. LPDC were invented in 1960 by Robert G. Gallager. LDPC codes are also 

known as Gallager codes [8]. Low density parity check (LDPC) codes are a class of linear block LDPC codes and 

classified into two groups: Regular and Irregular LPDC codes. The performance of LDPC coding schemes is much 

better than the other error correction coding technologies used in modern world for channel coding schemes [10]. 

Irregular type LPDC codes with soft decision method are used in DVB T2 systems. In many practical applications, 

such as robust transmission of video/image, require UEP (unequal error protection) mode. An UEP scheme can be used 

to simplify the data processing of architecture of the system. Six efficient code rates (CR) or protection levels are 

predefined in DVB T2 Standard: 1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5 and 5/6 (from more protected to less protect), and two sizes for 

the LDPC FEC frames, 16K and 64K [15]. Table 2 below shows LDPC uncoded Block length �����  and LDPC coded 

Block length ����� for 64K 

 

4.3 BCH Coding Scheme 

For outer coding LDPC Codes are used. The BCH outer code is included as an insurance against unwanted error floors 

at high C/N ratios, and is exactly the same as DVB S2. The Bose, Chaudhuri, and Hocquenghem (BCH) codes form a 

large class of powerful random error-correcting cyclic codes [11]. This category of codes is a remarkable normalization 
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of normally used the Hamming codes for multiple error correction. The invention of Binary BCH codes was done by 

Hocquenghem in 1959 and independently by Bose and Chaudhuri in 1960.  For any positive integers m (m ≥ 3) 

and		�(< 2� − 1), there exists a binary BCH code with the following parameters [11, 15] 

 
• Block length: � = 2� − 1 

• Number of parity check digits :	� − � ≤ �� 

• Minimum distance: ���� ≥ 2� 

Clearly, this code is capable of correcting any combination of p or fewer errors in a block of � = 2� − 1	digits and this 

call a p error correcting BCH code.  

The generator polynomial of this code is specified in terms of its roots from the Galois field GF(2�). Let be a primitive 

element in GF(2�) The generator polynomial 	�(�)	of the p-error correcting. BCH code of length 	2� − 1	is the lowest 

degree polynomial over GF(2�) which has: �, ��, ��, ��, … … . . ���	as its roots.  

The generator polynomial of a BCH code is the smallest common multiple of the minimum polynomials corresponding 

to odd powers �, ��, ��, ��, … … . . ��� of a primitive element of GF(2�) ∶ Since the degree of each minimal polynomial 

is m or less, the degree of 	�(�) is at most	��. That is, the number of parity check digits,	� − �,	 of the code is at most 

equal to ��.	There is no simple formula for enumerating(� − �), but if is small,	(� − �) is exactly equal ��. [11, 

15].The shortened BCH codes, which are defined on GF(2!") for the normal and GF(2!�) for the short LDPC codes, 

are exactly the same as in DVB-S2. The error correction capability is 10 bits or 12 bits depending on the LDPC code 

rate. Table 2 below shows BCH uncoded Block length 		�#�$  and BCH coded Block length		�%&'. 

 
TABLE 2 

BCH and LDPC Code Parameters [15] 

 

 

Code 

Rate 

 

BCH 

Uncoded 

Block 

Length 

�%&'  

BCH  coded 

Block Length 

�%&'  
LDPC Uncoded 

Block Length 

����� 

 

LDPC  

Coded 

Block  

Length 

����� 

1 2⁄  32208 32400 64800 

2 3⁄  43040 43200 64800 

3 4⁄  48408 48600 64800 

4 5⁄  51648 51840 64800 

5 6⁄  53840 54000 64800 

3 5⁄  38688 38880 64800 

4.4 Interleaving 

The bit interleaver is a block interleaver applied to each LDPC code word. In DVB-T2, a bit interleaver having 

-� = 2�  columns is used for the 2m-QAM constellation except for 256-QAM with the short code, which uses m = 8 

columns. LDPC codes in DVB-T2 are irregular LDPC codes and the error-protection level of each code bit is not 

uniform, but depends on the column weight of the parity-check matrix. The protection level among bits in a multi-level 

constellation symbol is not uniform, either. The performance of an LDPC code with multi level constellation depends 

highly on the correspondence between code bits and constellation bits. For the purpose of controlling this 

correspondence, a bit interleaver and de-interleaver are required. For QPSK in code rates ½ and above, no bit 

interleaver is used because simulations showed no performance improvement on an AWGN channel and no significant 

improvement on an erasure channel [15]. 

4.5 Constellation Mapping 
The constellation mapping for QPSK, 16 QAM and 64 QAM is the same as for DVB-T. In addition, 256 QAM is added 

in DVB-T2 [15, 17]. 

4.6 OFDM System 

The same basic modulation technique as DVB-T: orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) with guard 

interval (GI), which provides a fundamentally resilient transmission system for the terrestrial channel [17]. DVB-T2 

uses coded OFDM (COFDM). A wider range of OFDM parameters is offered in DVB T2 as compared to DVB T, 

while coding is also changed DVB T2 as discussed above. There are 1K, 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K, and 32 K FFT sizes, and 

each subcarrier, in each symbol, is modulated using QPSK or QAM constellations. A range of options is available for 

payload data is depends on constellation mapping: QPSK, 4 QAM, 16 QAM, 64 QAM, and 256 QAM [17]. The 

combination of modulation with the new LDPC error correction offers increased in performance when compare with 

DVB T. Guard interval fractions: 1/128, 1/32, 1/16, 19/256, 1/8, 19/128, 1/4. The extension range of COFDM 
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parameters allows very significant reductions in overhead to be achieved by DVB T2 compared with DVB-T, which 

taken together with the improved error correction coding allows an increase in capacity of up to nearly 50 % to be 

achieved for MFN operation and even higher for SFN operation [15]. The methods for PAPR reduction are similar as 

used in DVB-T. However, in order to adapt the OFDM system for the terrestrial channel, the subcarrier spacing and the 

Guard Interval fractions have to be adjusted. The application have 1.116 kHz subcarrier spacing is used in  DVB T2 8k 

mode for VHF and UHF band operations where as 2.232 kHz subcarrier spacing is used in  DVB T2 4k mode  for VHF 

and UHF band are operations. The adaptation to the different bandwidths required by the Commercial requirements is 

reached by means of adjusting the number of used OFDM subcarriers. Table 3 below shows DVB T2 COFDM 

Parameters in 8MHz channel bandwidth [17]. 

TABLE 3  
DVB T2 COFDM PARAMETERS 

 IN 8MHZ CHANNELBANDWIDTH [17] 

 

FFT Size 
Symbol Duration 

[ms] 

Carrier Spacing 

[kHz] 

32K 3.584 0.279 

16K 1.792 0.558 

8K 0.896 1.116 

4K 0.448 2.232 

2K 0.224 4.464 

1K 0.112 8.929 

5 SIMULATION AND RESULTS  
During the study of the DVB T2 technique simulation with specific parameters is done. These parameters are listed in 

below Table 4. The performance of technique is analyzed by plotting BER curves different channel conditions. Figure 2 

below show BER performance of DVB T2 technique in AWGN channel with effect of CFO (Carrier Offset 

Frequency). Figure 3 below show BER performance of DVB T2 technique in fading channel (Rayleigh and Rician 

channels).  

TABLE 4: PARAMETER USED FOR SIMULATION  

 

 
Figure 2 BER Performance comparison of DVB T2 System in AWGN under 

effect of CFO (Carrier Frequency Offset) 

 

 
Figure 3 BER Performance comparison of DVB T2 System in Rician and Rayleigh Channel with Doppler frequency =100Hz and Crest factor=3 for 

Rician channel 

Parameters 4K Mode 
 
 

Input Interface 
Single 

Transport 

Stream(PLP) 

IFFT Size 4096 

Symbol duration[us] 448 

Carrier Spacing [kHz] 2.232 

Signal Bandwidth[MHz] Normal mode 7.61 

Channel Bandwidth[MHz] 6 

Inner Coding LDPC 

Outer Coding BCH 

Code Rate ½ 

Mapping QPSK 

Modulation Type OFDM 

Guard Interval ¼ 
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6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSIONS 
Since it was launched, DVB T2 has shown that it is an extremely flexible and very functional system. The huge amount 

of configuration options allows the broadcasters to configure the system in the best way to maximize the robustness and 

capacity according to their intended reception scenarios. DVB T2 is the world’s most advanced digital terrestrial 

television (DTT) system, offering more robustness, flexibility and at least 50% more efficiency than any other DTT 

system [1]. But, the current implementations of DVB T2 do not fully exploit all the capabilities. There are still several 

avenues and drawbacks which have to be explored. One of the drawbacks which DVB T2 technique takes into account 

is use of OFDM modulation scheme. The problem with the OFDM technique is that it is inherently, inflexible and 

requires a more complex IFFT core and OFDM signal also has a noise like amplitude variations and has a relatively 

high large Peak to Power Ratio (PAPR). This impacts the RF amplifier efficiency as the amplifiers need to be linear 

and accommodate the large amplitude variations and these factors mean the amplifier cannot operate with a high 

efficiency level. Another problem with OFDM is that it is sensitive to carrier offset and drift. To reduce the inter 

symbol interference OFDM system uses of cyclic prefix which reduces the bandwidth efficiency and increases the 

system complexity. As we discussed above many key factor in DVB T2 technique remains unsolved to research.  This 

provides a good opportunity for researchers to work on system make it more robust and reliable for manufacturing 

industry. 
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